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INVITATIONS-PROGRAM
Areal of 10 Constructive Organizing Began designing and management itself sustanable development in algorithm LT and STKS:
I.The Land and Universe. CEOB-Nature the Most High Allmighty Father. Cosmos. STKS.
II.Education, Enlightenment and Science. Scientific city. The Schools. The Teacher.

III.The Persons. The Society. The Civilization. Designing future. The Spirit.
IV.The Natural facility and ambience. The Space stay. Noosphere.
V.The Life. Provision to lifes. Health and long life. The Disarmament.
VI.The Knowledge-based products. Innovacions facility. FID. Mass media.
VII.The Infrastructure of control and home rules. Economycs and Money.
VIII.The Informatization and facility to communications. The Transport and relationship.

IX. Industry and craft. The Construction. The Material. The Energy.
X.The Russian language international and cosmic contact. LT-language.
The participation procedure: (participant's requisites, brief annotation, scientific
works and publica-tions, participation form), thesis on diskette and in printed version up to
the beginning of the symposium, anno-tation in Russian and English, list of contributions to
the treasury of world knowledge, (presentation) in two languages for world registration,
certification and patenting. Participation: direct and by correspondence. Order for publication in lectures digest, CD and DVD.
In program are provided reports, meeting, public protection project-knowledgebased product, design-consulting sessions, partner's agreements, creation betweendisciplinary of the schools of the firm development, round tables, master-classes, award cultural
rest
Opening schools in Congress-centre "Dubna" September 20 at 10 o'clocks,
closing on September 29. The Residence: Hotel "Ratmino". Orgvznosy, full rooming
house, available/cashless, on co-ordination, 6-19 tys.rub with skidkami/12-39 tys.rub without discount, participation from 3 before 10 days.
The Demands are taken since 15 May 2010 Contacts: school@yrazvitie.ru, tel.
+7(49621)28907; +7(926)3406658. with 10 before 18 hours responsible secretary
Shamaeva Catherine Fedorovna.
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